
The Einhell TC-TS 2225 U bench-type circular saw is a high-performance tool for performing precise and flexible work. The sturdy parallel stop with

clamps on both sides enables longitudinal cuts to be performed, and for effortless angle cuts the angle stop or the tilting saw blade can be used. If a

larger support surface is needed, there are pull-out side tables and a length extension at the back. The powerful motor is designed to handle major jobs

as well, and it has an integrated soft start function for protecting both it and the fuses. Holders on the housing are practical features for holding the

supplied stops and tools, the push stick and the power cable.

Table Saw

TC-TS 2225 U
Item No.: 4340515

Ident No.: 21022

Bar Code: 4006825641349

Features & Benefits
Sturdy parallel stop with double clamp for precise cuts-

Featuring a soft start function: Protects the motor and fuses-

Extremely powerful motor with plenty of reserves for tough jobs-

Pull-out side tables and length extension for large workpieces-

A cross stop which also serves as an angle stop (+/- 45°).-

Supplied stops and tools have holders on the housing-

Connection for dust extractor at the housing and saw blade cover-

The sturdy underframe enables a pleasant working height (870 mm)-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 1800 W

- Max. power (S6 | S6%) 2200 W  |  25 %

- Idle speed 4250 min^-1

- Saw blade Ø254  x  ø30 mm

- Number of saw teeth 48 Pieces

- Swiveling range of saw blade 45 °

- Max. cutting height at 45° 55 mm

- Max. cutting height at 90° 80 mm

- Height adjustment continuous 0-80 mm

- Diameter of suction adapter 36 mm

- Working height 870 mm

- Size of working table 580  x  555 mm

- Table broadening left 580  x  150 mm

- Table broadening right 580  x  150 mm

- Table length extension back side 555  x  60 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 23.4 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 26.2 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 750 x 610 x 380 mm

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 26.2 kg

- Dimensions export carton 750 x 610 x 380 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 161 | 340 | 397
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Available as special accessories

Extractor Adapter Set
Stationary Accessory
Item No.: 4310630
Bar Code: 4006825587715
Einhell Grey

Sbl D 254x30x3,2 T48
Stat. saw Accessory; Saw blade
Item No.: 49589551
Bar Code: 4009315895512
Einhell Accessory

Sbl D 254x30x3,2 T60
Stat. Saw Accessory; Saw blade
Item No.: 49589561
Bar Code: 4009315895611
Einhell Accessory

Sbl Set D 254x30x3,2 T24/42/60
Stat. Saw Accessory; saw blade
Item No.: 49589307
Bar Code: 4006825662009
Einhell Accessory
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